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We introduce an active concept for achieving acoustic metasurfaces with steerable reflection properties, ef-10

fective over a wide frequency band. The proposed active acoustic metasurface consists in a surface array11

of subwavelength loudspeakers diaphragms, each with programmable individual active acoustic impedances12

allowing for local control over the different reflection phases over the metasurface. The active control frame-13

work used for controlling the reflection phase over the metasurface is derived from the Active Electroacoustic14

Resonator concept. Each unit-cell simply consists of a current-driven electrodynamic loudspeaker in a closed15

box, whose acoustic impedance at the diaphragm is judiciously adjusted by connecting an active electrical16

control circuit. The control is known to achieve a wide variety of acoustic impedances on a single loudspeaker17

diaphragm used as an acoustic resonator, with the possibility to shift its resonance frequency by more than one18

octave. The paper presents a methodology for designing such active metasurface elements. An experimental19

validation of the achieved individual reflection coefficients is presented, and full wave simulations present a20

few examples of achievable reflection properties, with a focus on the bandwidth of operation of the proposed21

control concept.22
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I. INTRODUCTION26

Acoustic Metasurfaces (AMS) designate surface ar-27

rangements of subwavelength unit-cells that are engi-28

neered so as to artificially reshape wavefronts out of an29

impinging sound pressure field, owing to a prescribed30

variation of local acoustic properties. They are essen-31

tially envisaged as interfaces with exogenous propagating32

media, whereas Acoustic Metamaterials (AMM) rather33

refer to wave manipulations within the artificial medium1
34

(although connection with an external medium are35

also envisaged in Leaky-Wave Antenna applications2,3).36

Metasurfaces can then be designed to reflect wavefronts37

in an anomalous manner (“reflectarray”), with potential38

application to acoustic cloaking4,5, or for sound transmis-39

sion manipulation (“transmit-array”)6 with application40

to acoustic lensing. They can also be applied to sound41

chanelling7,8 and sound absorption9.42

The manipulation of acoustic wavefronts in a reflec-43

tarray is achieved by adequately distributing the phase44

of the reflection coefficient over the metasurface. Sev-45

eral concepts have been investigated to artificially control46

the reflection phase of a unit-cell, while remaining small47

with respect to the wavelength. Spiral acoustic unit-cells48

have been proposed, allowing lengthening the acoustic49

a)Electronic mail: herve.lissek@epfl.ch

path through a labyrinthine-type channel inside the unit-50

cell5,10. Helmholtz resonators are also obvious solutions,51

since their resonance frequency can be tuned by tailoring52

their cavity and neck dimensions. By selecting gradually53

varying Helmholtz resonances, the reflection coefficient54

phase can be adjusted to a target distribution11,12. Al-55

ternatively, membrane-type acoustic metasurfaces have56

been proposed achieving acoustic impedance gratings ei-57

ther by adequate spacing between membranes13, or by58

adapting the membrane thicknesses4. Such passive AMS59

concepts have been thoroughly investigated to derive de-60

sign guidelines and assess their performance mostly at a61

computational stage. Some studies have reported prac-62

tical realization of acoustic metasurfaces. Besides the63

application to cloaking11, a recent paper of Jimenez et64

al12 reports the design of an acoustic metasurface based65

on stacked coupled Helmholtz resonators, that allows66

achieving controllable sound diffusion for use in room67

acoustics. Meanwhile, passive AMS suffer from drastic68

limitations: they are inherently narrow-band at a pre-69

scribed frequency due to their resonant behaviour14, and70

they cannot be reconfigured in real-time. Since the prop-71

erties of the AMS are fixed by design (geometry and ma-72

terial properties), it makes passive AMS concepts irrel-73

evant to most practical acoustic problems, with respect74

to bandwidth and reconfigurability. This motivated the75

development of a new class of AMS implementing ac-76

tive unit-cells concepts, such as piezoelectric membranes77

with dedicated feedback-control units, allowing for real78
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time reconfiguration of a metamaterial slab to achieve79

prescribed lensing properties15. Alternatively, an active80

acoustic metasurface (AAMS) concept implementing a81

spatial arrangement of unit-cells, composed of a mem-82

brane with an attached magnetic mass actuated by an83

electromagnetic transducer, has been proposed to allow84

reflection reconfigurability16. Although the literature on85

active acoustic metasurfaces mainly addresses reconfig-86

urability aspects, the possibility to extend the control87

bandwidth has been less investigated, due to a lack of88

stable broadband active control concepts.89

The concept of Active Electroacoustic Resonators90

(AER), firstly developed for achieving broadband sound91

absorption in the low-frequency range17–20, may repre-92

sent an interesting solution to this problem by provid-93

ing an adjustable and/or broadband unit-cell for AAMS94

applications21–23. The control scheme at work in such95

AER assigns a target acoustic impedance to the di-96

aphragm of the current-driven loudspeaker, through a97

sensor-/shunt-based impedance control19. With this98

techniques, a same Electroacoustic Resonator can be dy-99

namically tuned to a wide range of resonance frequen-100

cies or quality factors, through a somehow simple control101

law. Since the manipulation of wavefronts at the heart of102

the AMS concept requires assigning prescribed acoustic103

impedances to the unit-cells, and since it can be achieved104

on a broadband manner with AER, it is expected to over-105

come the usual limitations (eg. bandwidth) of the passive106

AMS concepts reported so far in the literature.107

In this paper, the concept of an AAMS composed of108

a 2D arrangement of subwavelength AER is introduced109

aiming at achieving broadband and steerable (reconfig-110

urable) anomalous reflection. The first section reminds111

the general properties of the proposed AMS framework,112

with a focus on the control parameters over the metasur-113

face allowing the reflection direction for a given incident114

plane wave. In the second section, the AER concept is115

presented. Then a methodology is introduced that sets116

unit-cells controllers in order to achieve the prescribed117

reflection properties, followed by an experimental vali-118

dation of the achieved acoustic properties. Finally, a119

few examples of reflectarray settings will be discussed,120

based on simulations with a commercial finite-elements121

software (COMSOL Multiphysics).122

II. MEMBRANE-TYPE ACOUSTIC METASURFACE123

A. Description of the proposed Acoustic Metasurface124

The proposed AMS consists of subwavelength unit-125

cells spatially arranged over a planar lattice (over the126

“horizontal” plane xOy), aiming at controlling the re-127

flected wavefronts for any arbitrary incident plane waves.128

The subwavelength condition imposes that the lattice129

constant dd < λmax

10 , where λmax = c0
fmax

is the130

wavelength corresponding to the upper working fre-131

quency fmax, with c0 = 343 m.s−1 the sound celer-132

ity in the air. We denote the reflection coefficient133

by Γ(x, y) at each point (x,y) over the AMS, and its134

phase by ψ(x, y). Any incident [respectively reflected]135

plane wave will be characterized in the following by its136

wave-vector ~ki (cos(φi),sin(φi),cos(θi)) [respectively ~kr137

(cos(φr),sin(φr),cos(θr))], where φi [respectively φr] is138

the azimuth over the AMS plane and θi [respectively θr]139

the elevation of the incident [respectively reflected] plane140

wave vector.141

According to Ref.4, in order to prescribe the wave-142

vector kr of the reflected wave for a given wave-vector ki143

of the incident wave, at given frequency f , the reflection144

phase gradient ~∇ψ(x, y) should satisfy:145

∂ψ

∂x
=− 2πf

c0
(sinθrcosφr + sinθicosφi) , (1a)

∂ψ

∂y
=− 2πf

c0
(sinθrsinφr + sinθisinφi) . (1b)

These conditions can also be formulated for a discrete146

arrangement of subwavelength reflectors. We now con-147

sider the 2D arrangement of small identical circular pis-148

tons of radius rd over the AMS plane as illustrated in149

Figure 1. In this configuration, we consider the reg-150

ular lattice over directions x and y with a same lat-151

tice constant dd = 2rd, so that the center of each disk152

is located at (xm0 ,yn0 ) with xm0 = (m − 1) dd + x0 and153

yn0 = (n− 1) dd + y0, and (x0,y0) the position of the first154

cell of the lattice. The subwavelength conditions then155

imposes that rd <
c0

20 fmax
, which corresponds to a maxi-156

mum disk radius of about 34 mm at 500 Hz.157

Each disk, denoted by the couple (m,n) over the x158

and y axes should then present the following reflection159

phase:160

161

ψmn(f) = − 2πf

c0
(2rd) [m(sinθrcosφr + sinθicosφi)

(2)

−n(sinθrsinφr + sinθisinφi))] + ψ0,

where ψ0 is the arbitrary phase reference within the AMS162

(for instance the phase of the central unit-cell). Lastly,163

besides the disk array presenting the prescribed reflection164

coefficient phase of Eq.2, the complementary surface is165

considered as ideally absorbent.166

B. Membrane resonator unit-cells167

Let’s now derive the expression of the reflection coeffi-168

cient presented by each (passive) circular piston of radius169

rd. For the sake of generality, we will denote, in this sec-170

tion, the frequency-dependent acoustic impedance Za(ω)171

and reflection coefficient Γ(ω) of each vibrating disk, re-172

gardless of its position (m,n) within the metasurface. In173
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FIG. 1. Definition of the Acoustic Metasurface configuration,
and exemple of acoustic wave reflection over the AMS.

the remainder of the paper, we will consider that all unit-174

cells over the metasurface present the same baseline (pas-175

sive) acoustic impedance Za(ω), that can be modified176

by control afterwards. The assignment of a prescribed177

space- (and frequency-) dependent impedance over the178

metasurface will be detailed in sec. IV.179

In the low-frequency range we may model the small180

vibrating pistons of Figure 1 as single-degree-of-freedom181

resonators with mass Mms suspended on their surround-182

ing through an elastic suspension of mechanical compli-183

ance Cms, whose losses can be accounted for as a global184

mechanical resistance Rms. The acoustic impedance24 of185

each disk then reads:186

Za(ω) = jωMas +Ras +
1

jωCas
, (3)187

where Mas = Mms

Sd
, Ras = Rms

Sd
, Cas = CmsSd and Sd =

πr2d is the disk area.
The mechanical resonator can also be described by the
normalized acoustic resistance rs, resonance frequency fs
and quality factor Qs defined as:

rs =
Ras
Zc

, (4a)

fs =
1

2π
√
MasCas

, (4b)

Qs =
1

Ras

√
Mas

Cas
, (4c)

where Zc = ρ0c0 is the characteristic impedance of the188

air, and ρ0 = 1.2 kg.m−3 the mass density of the air.189

The reflection coefficient, under normal incidence, of
a resonator of impedance Za(ω) is defined as: Γ(ω) =
Za(ω)−Zc

Za(ω)+Zc
. According to Eq.3, it can then be derived as:

Γ(ω) =
(Ras − Zc) + j

(
ωMas − 1

ωCas

)
(Ras + Zc) + j

(
ωMas − 1

ωCas

) (5)

=

−
(
ω

ωs

)2

+ j

(
ω

ωs

)
1

Qs

(
1− 1

rs

)
+ 1

−
(
ω

ωs

)2

+ j

(
ω

ωs

)
1

Qs

(
1 +

1

rs

)
+ 1

.

Finally, the reflection phase follows:

ψ(ω) = tan−1

 2Zc

(
ωMas − 1

ωCas

)
R2
as − Z2

c +
(
ωMas − 1

ωCas

)2
 (6)

= tan−1

 2

rsQs

(
ω

ωs

)3

−
(
ω

ωs

)
(
ω

ωs

)4

+

(
ω

ωs

)2 [
1

Q2
s

(
1− 1

r2s

)
− 2

]
− 1

 .
The inspection of Eq. 6 shows that the proper selection190

of the mechanical resonator parameters (Mms,Rms,Cms)191

(or (rs,fs,Qs)) allows adjusting the reflection phase span-192

ning at any given frequency. However, the achievable193

phase range over a given frequency bandwidth may vary194

depending on the resonator characteristics, especially its195

quality factor and loss factor, namely the value of rs. In196

particular, the achievable phase range is limited to less197

than [-π2 ,π2 ] for rs ≥ 1, which disqualifies such values for198

spanning the whole unit circle. Therefore, the design of199

the resonators array is constrained by the selection of Qs200

and rs. In Appendix A, we demonstrate that two impor-201

tant criteria must be considered: first, the mechanical202

resistance should be chosen so that rs < 1, for example203

Rms = 1
3SdZc, in order to allow the reflection phase vary-204

ing linearly within the broadest frequency band, while205

spanning a wide range of values within [0, 2π]; secondly,206

the resonator quality factor Qs should neither be too207

high, since the assumption of linear phase is valid over a208

limited frequency band only, nor too low since the phase209

variation may not cover sufficient values within one oc-210

tave. Therefore, the following mechanical resonator val-211

ues will be considered in the following:212

Rms =
ZcSd

3
, (7a)

Qs = 6. (7b)

The metasurface illustrated in Figure 1 could be the-213

oretically achieved by properly designing discrete pas-214

sive mechanical resonators presenting the reflection phase215

grating of Eq. 2 at least over one octave around a desired216

central frequency f0. For that, we could tune the reso-217

nance frequency of each unit-cell to a given value fmn218

so that their individual reflection phase at f0 matches219

the one targeted on Eq. 2, with the constraints of Eq.220

7. However, it is impossible to ensure in practice such221

variations of mechanical resistance, resonance frequency222

and quality factor over the whole M ×N unit-cells.223

Instead, we propose an active acoustic impedance con-224

trol strategy to adjust the acoustical properties of the225

unit-cells along the metasurface. Indeed, it appears to226

be a more elegant manner than passive construction, po-227

tentially allowing for full reconfigurability over a broad228

bandwidth (at least over one octave). In this paper,229

the proposed unit-cell concept is realized with a sub-230

wavelength Active Electroacoustic Resonator (AER) con-231

cept. The control principle consists in actively tuning232
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FIG. 2. Description of the AER concept.

the different AER with indices (m,n) to the target res-233

onance frequenciesfmn, with a view to shifting their re-234

flection phases arg(Γ(f0)) at f0 to the prescribed val-235

ues ψmn, with a constrained resistance and quality fac-236

tor. The latter should ensure that the targeted phase237

grating still holds true over a sufficiently wide frequency238

band (namely one octave around f0), assuming a lin-239

ear phase variation around f0, according to Appendix A.240

This means the parameters varied by control should be241

the passive acoustic mass Mas and compliance Cas (sup-242

posedly the same over the metasurface without control),243

with a resistance set to
1

3
Zc for all cells. The following244

section presents this concept and its application to the245

acoustic metasurface.246

III. ACTIVE ELECTROACOUSTIC UNIT-CELLS247

A. Acoustic impedance control principle248

Active Electroacoustic Resonators (AER) designate249

acoustic resonators that can be tuned or modified250

through electroacoustic control schemes17–19. AER can251

especially be achieved with a control scheme, employing252

a conventional closed-box electrodynamic loudspeaker di-253

aphragm, the acoustic impedance of which can be con-254

trolled through a microphone sensing the total sound255

pressure pt in front of the diaphragm, a controller char-256

acterized by the transfer function Θ(ω) and a transcon-257

ductance amplifier19, as illustrated in Figure 2. The258

volume of free air in the enclosure is denoted Vb, and259

the loudspeaker diaphragm is assimilated to a single-260

degree of freedom mechanical resonator with parameters261

(Mms,Rms,Cmc), where Cmc accounts both for the free262

compliance Cms and the additional compliance due to the263

volume of compressible air Vb inside the enclosure25. We264

can as well define the corresponding acoustic resonator265

parameters (Mas, Ras,Cac), as in section II B. Last, the266

electrodynamic force factor B` designates the transduc-267

tion coefficient of the loudspeaker driver.268

If we denote Zas(ω) = jωMas +Ras + 1
jωCac

the “pas-269

sive” acoustical impedance of the closed-box loudspeaker,270

vd(ω) the diaphragm velocity, and i(ω) = Θ(ω)pt(ω)271

the electrical current circulating through the loudspeaker272

coil, then the electroacoustic dynamics of the AER can273

be described in the frequency domain as:274

Zas(ω)vd(ω) = pt(ω)

(
1− B`

Sd
Θ(ω)

)
(8)275

The active acoustic impedance Za achieved at the loud-276

speaker diaphragm by the control can be easily derived277

from Eq. 8 as19:278

Za(ω) =
pt(ω)

vd(ω)
=

Zas(ω)

1− B`

Sd
Θ(ω)

(9)279

Thus, a target frequency-dependent acoustic280

impedance Zat(ω) can be chosen, and assigned to281

the diaphragm if the controller is set to the target282

transfer function:283

Θt(ω) =
Sd
B`

Zat(ω)− Zas(ω)

Zat(ω)
(10)284

B. Target acoustic impedance285

Let us now chose the target acoustic impedance286

Zmnat (ω) of the (m,n) unit-cell of the AMS as the one287

of a single-degree of freedom resonator, that eventu-288

ally differs from the passive loudspeaker diaphragm.289

For that, we will introduce adjustable coefficients290

(µM (m,n),µR(m,n),µC(m,n)) that will apply to the291

mass, resistance and compliance of each unit-cell (m,n),292

so that:293

Zmnat (ω) = jωµM (m,n)Mas+µR(m,n)Zc+
1

jωµC(m,n)Cac
,

(11)294

where the new resonance frequency of this active acoustic295

resonator is fmn = 1√
µM (m,n)µC(m,n)

fs. The controller296

transfer function should then be set to:297

Θmn
t (ω) =

Sd
B`

(jω)2Mas (µM (m,n)− 1) + jω(µR(m,n)Zc −Ras) +
(

1−µC(m,n)
µC(m,n)Cac

)
(jω)2µM (m,n)Mas + jωµR(m,n)Zc + 1

µC(m,n)Cac

(12)298
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The control principle introduced at the end of Sec-299

tion II B then consists in identifying the coefficient pair300

µM (m,n) and µC(m,n) (µR(m,n) being fixed to 1/3)301

for each unit-cell (m,n) of the AMS, allowing shifting302

the resonance frequency from fs to a target (active) res-303

onance frequency fmn, defined in the next section. The304

next section introduces a methodology for setting these305

coefficients, with the aim of achieving desired anomalous306

reflection angle (φr,θr) for a given incidence (φi,θi), over307

at least one octave around a given central frequency f0.308

IV. ACTIVE ACOUSTIC METASURFACE309

A. Parametrization of the Active Unit-Cells310

We will consider an AMS consisting of an array311

of M × N small commercially-available electrodynamic312

loudspeaker (Monacor SPX-30M, whose Thiele-Small pa-313

rameters of which are given in Table I). Their radius314

rd ≈ 32 mm limits the frequency range of operation as315

metasurface unit-cells to fmax = 500 Hz. Moreover,316

we will consider φr = φi = 0 ( mod π), yielding an317

impedance grating only over the x dimension. Under318

this assumption, the space-dependence along y collapses,319

and the acoustic impedance of each AER within a same320

row m will be controlled to achieve the target reflection321

phase:322

ψm(f0) = −2πf0
c0

(2rd)m(sinθr + sinθi) + ψ0 (13)323

The following presents a simple methodology to assign324

a target reflection angle θr for a given incident angle θi,325

at a given central frequency f0, with a metasurface of326

lattice constant 2rd. By using the control law of Eq.327

12 , the acoustic impedance of each unit-cell m over the328

metasurface will be simply shifted in frequency so that329

the reflection phase at f0 matches a target value ψm(f0),330

following Eq. 13.331

We also impose the phase of the (M/2+1)th cell332

ψM/2+1(f0) = −π, so that the whole metasurface phases333

may vary within [-2π; 0]. Under these conditions, there334

exists only one frequency fm for which the phase of the335

reflection coefficient of the (M/2+1)th cell matches the336

target value ψm: arg(ΓM/2+1(fm)) = ψm ( mod 2π).337

Figure 3, represents the reflection phase arg(ΓM/2+1(f))338

analytically computed in Matlab with Eq.6, corre-339

sponding to the acoustic impedance of the (M/2+1)th340

cell Z
M/2+1
at (ω) defined in Eq.11, with µM (M/2+1) =341

µC(M/2+1) = 1 and µR(M/2+1) = 1/3. The different342

values of ψm drawn as round markers on Figure 3 are343

defined for an array size M = 32, for the reflection case344

θi = −π4 and θr = π
3 . Assuming a linear phase variation345

of the reflection coefficient Γ around f0, the target re-346

flection phase arg(Γm(f0)) can be achieved at f0 on cell347

m by shifting the resonance frequency of the mth active348

200 300 f
0
=343 400 500

Frequency (Hz)

-2

-3 /2

M/2+1=-

- /2

0

ar
g(

) 
(r

ad
)

Reflection phase of the central cell

Target phases m (m  [1;32])

 fM

f1 fM

 fm

 f1

FIG. 3. Reflection phase to prescribe to the 17th cell within
a metasurface with M=32 rows, computed for the case (θi =
−π

4
,θr = π

3
), imposing a quality factor Qs=16 and resistance

factor µR = 1/3 (blue line). Identification of the target re-
flection phases (round markers) and corresponding resonance
shifts ∆fm = f0 − fm.

AER by a value ∆fm = f0 − fm. This is finally done by349

assigning:350

µM (m).µC(m) =

(
f0
fm

)2

, (14)351

while preserving the resonance quality factor Qs = 6 and352

resistance Ras = 1
3Zc, as explained in Appendix A. Fi-353

nally, the coefficients can be identified as:354

µR(m) =
1

3
(15a)

µC(m) =
1

2πZcCacQs

1

(f0 + ∆fm)µR(m)
(15b)

µM (m) =
ZcQs

2πMas

µR(m)

(f0 + ∆fm)
(15c)

Then, the impedance of each cell within row m is355

assigned thanks to the individual control law Θm
t (ω), as356

in Eq. 12. The methodology for designing the AMS can357

then be summarized as follows:358

359

1. choice of the target reflected angle θr for a given360

incident angle θi (at frequency f0);361

2. definition of the reflection phase grating ψm over362

the metasurface of lattice constant 2rd according363

to Eq.13;364

3. definition of the reflection phase reference at the365

(M/2+1)th cell such as arg(ΓM/2+1(f0)) = −π;366

4. identification of the resonance shift ∆fm = f0 −367

fm for each cell over the metasurface, so that368

arg(ΓM/2+1(fm)) = ψm;369

5. identification of the control parameters µM (m),370

µC(m) and µR achieving such resonance shift (Eq.371

15);372

6. modification of the acoustic impedance of the mth
373

cell with the controller Θm
t (ω) of Eq.12.374
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0
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FIG. 4. Blue circles: Achieved reflection coefficients at f0 =
343 Hz with M=32 rows (top: amplitude; bottom: phases).
Comparison to the targeted values ψm (black dotted line).

Figure 4 shows an example of the reflection coefficient375

targeted at f0 =343 Hz on each cell m for an array size376

M = 32, for the reflection case (θi = −π4 ,θr = π
3 ). Figure377

5 presents the bode diagrams of the 32 reflection coeffi-378

cients Γm(ω) that can be achieved on the 32 cells of the379

AMS, analytically computed in Matlab from Eq. 5, with380

the target impedances Zmat(ω) defined in Eq.11.381

B. Experimental Assessment of the Unit-Cells382

The target reflection coefficients have been pro-383

grammed on a unit-cell prototype, consisting of a384

MONACOR SPX-30M loudspeaker in a small wooden385

enclosure. The Thiele-Small parameters25 of the closed-386

box loudspeaker are estimated, following the methodol-387

ogy proposed by Seifel et al.26, in an impedance tube388

from two measurements of the acoustic impedance at the389

diaphragm, first with the loudspeaker terminals in open390

circuit, and then in short circuit (more details are pro-391

vided in Ref.27, pp. 50-52). The loudspeaker diaphragm392

is excited by an exogenous sound source located at the393

other end of the duct with broadband noise. The acous-394

tic radiation impedance of the loudspeaker under test,395

which depends on the environment in which it is located,396

has been taken into account in the acoustic impedance397

Zas to avoid numerous annotations. These parameters398

are presented in Table I.399

The reflection coefficient of the unit-cell prototype di-400

aphragm, mounted in a custom-made impedance tube,401

is assessed according to the two-microphones methods402
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FIG. 5. Rainbow-coloured lines: target reflection coefficients
of the 32 unit-cells (from cell #1 in blue to cell #32 in red) of
the metasurface, for θi = −π/4 and θr = π/3 (top: amplitude,
bottom: phase), computed in Matlab with Eq.5. Comparison
to the reflection coefficient of the passive Electroacoustic Res-
onator (black lines).

TABLE I. Measured Thiele-Small parameters of the MONA-
COR SPX-30M loudspeaker.

Parameter Symblol Value Unit
Effective piston area Sd 32 cm2

Mechanical mass Mms 3.17 g
Mechanical resistance Rms 0.75 N.s.m−1

Mechanical compliance Cmc 184.10−6 m.N−1

(with enclosure)
Force factor B` 3.67 N/A
Resonance frequency fs 208 Hz
Quality factor Qs 5.5

described in ISO 10534-2 standard28. The transfer func-403

tions H12 between microphones 1 and 2 positions along404

the tube are processed through a Multichannel Analyzer405

(Bruel & Kjaer Pulse Type 3160), and the reflection co-406

efficient of the diaphragm can be derived.407

On the Active Electroacoustic Resonator side, the total408

pressure pt used in the control is sensed with a PCB409

130D20 microphone, located at 5 mm from the electroa-410

coustic absorber membrane and close to the lateral duct411

wall of the impedance tube as depicted in Fig. 6. Each412

transfer function Θmn
t (ω) given by Eq.(12) and (15) ap-413

plied to the corresponding cell is discretized into an infi-414

nite impulse response filter using the Tustin method, then415

is implemented onto a real-time National Instruments416

CompactRIO platform supporting field-programmable417

gate array (FPGA) technology. The voltage signal from418

the microphone is then digitally converted at a sampling419

frequency of 80 kHz thanks to an analog module NI 9215,420

and the output filtered signal uout is delivered by an421
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FIG. 6. Scheme of the experimental setup. The control im-
plementation is depicted in the right-hand side including the
microphone, the digital controller and the transconductance
amplifier.
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FIG. 7. Rainbow-coloured dotted lines: measured achieved
reflection coefficient (top: amplitude, bottom: phase) of the
32 unit-cells (from cell #1 in blue to cell #32 in red) of the
metasurface, for θi = −π/4 and θr = π/3). Comparison to
the reflection coefficient measured on the passive Electroa-
coustic Resonator (black dotted lines).

analog module NI 9263. The overall time delay of the422

controller (ADC/FPGA/DAC) is equal to 20.6 µs. A423

voltage controlled current source, involving an op-amp424

based improved Howland current pump circuit as illus-425

trated in Fig.6, has to be implemented downstream the426

digital controller, so that to properly drive the voice-coil427

loudspeaker in current. The details of the digital con-428

troller implementation can be found in Ref.19 and Ref.27429

(pp. 57-58), and more information about the stability430

and control limitations of the acoustic impedance con-431

trol can be found in Ref.27 (pp. 73-81).432

Figure 7 shows the reflection coefficients measured on433

the unit-cell prototype, for each of the 32 control set-434

tings. The results are compared to the passive reflection435

coefficient of the unit-cell. We can see that the targeted436

reflection coefficients are actually achieved with the pro-437

posed unit-cell and control framework. Moreover, it is438

noticeable in this example that the passive resonance fre-439

quency is one octave lower than the highest active res-440

onance frequency of the 32 unit-cells, which shows the441

range of tunability of the control framework.442

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION443

Once the target reflection coefficients have been veri-444

fied experimentally, the metasurface is numerically mod-445

elled on a commercial Finite-Elements Software (COM-446

SOL Multiphysics 5.3). The full-wave simulation is per-447

formed with the Pressure Acoustic (Frequency Domain)448

physics, considering periodic conditions over the y axis,449

thus limiting the metasurface to a single line of M = 32450

circular disks of radius rd, regularly dispatched along451

the x axis (with lattice constant 2rd). The considered452

propagating domain is then a half-cylinder (symmetry453

axis along y) of radius L = 6 m (including a Perfectly454

Matched Layer), and height 2rd (to ensure the same lat-455

tice constant over y). Each lateral sides of the cylinder456

are assigned “Sound Hard Boundary” conditions. Each457

disk representing an AER on the xy plane is assigned an458

acoustic impedance boundary condition, which is defined459

as in Eq.11 considering the control parameters of Eq.15,460

and the remaining area on the xy plane is considered per-461

fectly absorbent (impedance matching condition). We462

also consider a tetrahedral meshing inside the propagat-463

ing domain, with mesh size corresponding to 6 nodes per464

wavelength at 450 Hz. A refinement of the mesh is also465

processed at the level of the metasurface elements, with466

an additional triangular meshing (refinement by a factor467

10 along x and y axes).468

The “Background Pressure Field” is finally employed469

to impose an incident plane wave with wave vector470

(cos(θi), 0, sin(θi)) and amplitude 1 Pa. In this paper,471

we will consider the incident plane wave fields impinges472

the metasurface with incident angle θi = −π
4

rad, and473

two reflection cases:474

• θr =
π

3
rad, corresponding to an augmentation of475

the reflected angle,476

• θr = 0 rad, corresponding to a diminution of the477

reflected angle.478

Figures 8 and 9 represent the reflected sound pressure479

levels maps over the xz plane, processed by full-wave480

simulations, for the two studied cases, at f =350 Hz. It481

can be seen that the acoustic impedance imposed on the482

metasurface unit-cells actually allows steering the wave-483

fronts toward the prescribed angle. Since the reflection484

coefficient amplitude of the whole metasurface unit-cells485

range between 0.5 and 0.6 at f0 (as can be seen for exam-486

ple on Figure 4), an expected attenuation of the reflected487

energy is observed.488

Figures 10 and 11 present the directivity of the meta-489

surface, namely a polar representation of the normalized490

sound pressure levels (referred to the maximal value),491

processed by full-wave simulations at a distance r =3492

m from the metasurface center, for both reflection cases493
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FIG. 8. Reflected sound pressure levels (dB re. 20 µPa)
obtained by full-wave simulations with 32x32 unit-cells, at

f = 350 Hz, for θi = −π
4

rad. and θr =
π

3
rad.

(θr = π
3 rad, and θr = 0 rad) and at different frequencies494

(200 Hz - 250 Hz - 350 Hz and 400 Hz). First, the lim-495

ited size of the AMS (2 meters long) with respect to the496

studied wavelength explains the occurrence of side lobes.497

We can also observe that the beam widths depend on fre-498

quency. Finally, it seems that the beam shapes are much499

more spread over angles for the case θr = π
3 rad than500

the case θr = 0 rad, which can be explained by the fact501

that the 32 cells span a smaller range of reflection phases502

over [−2π − 0] in the first case. This could be alleviated503

by designing an AMS with a higher number of unit-cells.504

But in general, there is a good agreement between the505

achieved directivities and the targeted reflected angles,506

which confirm the effectiveness of the AER to achieve a507

coherent steering over a relatively wide frequency band508

(almost one octave around 350 Hz).509

VI. CONCLUSIONS510

We have proposed Active Electroacoustic Resonators511

as unit-cells within an acoustic metasurface, in a reflec-512

tarray application. The reflection properties have been513

derived to define individual control laws to assign to each514

AER unit-cells. The identified control settings have been515

applied to a conventional electrodynamic loudspeaker in516

a view to assessing the feasibility of the targeted reflec-517

tion phases along a metasurface of 32 elements. Then518

Full-Wave simulations have been processed to simulate519

the achieved reflection properties with the targeted con-520

trol settings, showing the effectiveness of the concept for521

steering wavefronts in a prescribed manner. Moreover,522

we have shown the effectiveness of the control over a rel-523

atively wide frequency band, opening the way to actual524

applications as reflectarray for audible sounds. Further525

developments should focus on designing an actual proto-526

FIG. 9. Reflected sound pressure levels (dB re. 20 µPa)
obtained by full-wave simulations with 32x32 unit-cells, at

f = 350 Hz, for θi = −π
4

rad. and θr = 0 rad.
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FIG. 10. Reflection directivities (polar representation of re-
flected sound pressure levels in dB referred to the maximal
value) obtained by full-wave simulations with 32x32 unit-cells,

at frequencies f = {250, 300, 350, 400} Hz, for θi = −π
4

rad.

and θr =
π

3
rad.
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FIG. 11. Reflection directivities (polar representation of re-
flected sound pressure levels in dB referred to the maximal
value) obtained by full-wave simulations with 32x32 unit-cells,

at frequencies f = {250, 300, 350, 400} Hz, for θi = −π
4

rad.

and θr = 0 rad.
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type of metasurface with a hardware allowing individu-527

ally controlling 32 unit-cells. It is likely to demonstrate528

the actual performance of the concept, owing to a ad hoc529

experimental setup to be developed.530

The proposed methodology for controlling the reflec-531

tion coefficient phase over the metasurface is based on532

the assumption of a linear phase variation, over a large533

bandwidth around the central frequency fc. This sim-534

plistic assumption is somehow limiting, both in terms535

of achievable reflection phases than in terms of accu-536

rate phase grating over the surface. Other methodolo-537

gies based on more complex acoustic impedance control538

strategies, such as Active Multiple-Degrees-Of-Freedom539

Electroacoustic Resonators, coupled with an optimiza-540

tion procedure as proposed in Ref.20, could also help im-541

proving the concept.542
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Appendix A: Discussion on the choice of a passive resonator547

We consider a single-degree of freedom resonator548

(r,m,c), the normalized impedance of which reads549

z = Za

Zc
= jωm+ r + 1

jωc .550

We also define its resonance frequency ωs =
√
mc

−1
and551

quality factor Qs = (ωsrc)
−1. The reflection coefficient552

Γ(ω) then reads:553

Γ(ω) =

[
1−

(
ω

ωs

)2
]

+ j

(
ω

ωs

)
Q−1
s (1− r−1)[

1−
(
ω

ωs

)2
]

+ j

(
ω

ωs

)
Q−1
s (1 + r−1)

(A1)554

We first vary the values of the resistance r with a fixed555

quality factor Qs = 1 . The bode diagram of the reflec-556

tion coefficient is presented in Figure 12. The inspection557

of the reflection coefficient shows that, for a unitary reso-558

nance quality factor, when r < 1, the reflection coefficient559

spans the whole 2π, whereas values of r > 1 yield smaller560

ranges of the reflection coefficient phase. Therefore, the561

necessity to achieve reflection phases spanning the whole562

[0 − 2π] range motivates the choice of an acoustic resis-563

tance lower than Zc. It is also noticeable that, for values564

r ≈ 1/3, the reflection coefficient phase variation varies565

linearly with frequency on the broadest frequency band.566

Moreover, since the minimal reflection coefficient value567

for r = 1/3 is Γ = 0.5, it might be timely to chose val-568

ues of resistances varying around this value for the whole569

unit-cells.570

FIG. 12. Bode diagram of the reflection coefficient of a SDOF
resonator, with constant quality factor Qs=1 and varying re-
sistances (r ∈ [0.1, 10])
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FIG. 13. Bode diagram of the reflection coefficient of a SDOF
resonator, with constant resistance r=0.3 and varying quality
factors (Q ∈ [0.1, 10])

Then, if we set the resistance r = 0.3, we can assess the571

sensitivity of the reflection phase variation to the quality572

factor, as illustrated in Figure 13. For a low value of573

Qs, the reflection phase does not span a sufficiently wide574

range. For a high value ofQs, the phase variation is linear575

only over a too narrow frequency band (an objective limit576

could be one octave). There is then a compromise to find577

between the different phase profiles (eg. spanning over578

the whole trigonometric circle vs. bandwidth extension).579

Then, we have chosen to set r = 0.3 and Qs = 6 to allow580

a wide range of reflection coefficient control over at least581

one octave.582
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